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Abstract: The exploitation of groundwater reserves, especially for drinking purposes, is becoming
increasingly important. This fact has created the need to maintain wells in the best possible functional
condition. However, wells are subject to an ageing process during intensive use, which entails
an increase in up-to-date resistances in the well itself and its immediate surroundings (the skin
zone). This causes a decrease in the efficiency of the well (a decrease in the pumped quantity, a
decrease in the specific yield, an increase of the drawdown in the well, and creation of the skin
zone). The increased hydraulic gradient in the skin zone causes an increase in the inflow rate to the
well, thereby inducing the movement of fine material towards the casing. This material can clog
the well casing and injection ports, which is compounded by an increase in chemical and biological
plugging of the skin zone. In cooperation with the company sonic technologies, GmbH. (Sailauf,
Germany), an experimental ultrasonic technology-based well rehabilitation assembly was developed
and successfully tested. This article describes the prototype development of the ultrasonic device,
including its incorporation into the rehabilitation set and a demonstration of its pilot deployment
in the MO-4 pumping well in Czech Republic with an evaluation of the rehabilitation effects using
the authors’ software (Dtest_ULTRA). Based on visual inspection and the results of hydraulic and
geophysical analysis, the high efficiency of the tested technology was demonstrated in virtually all
monitored parameters, where an improvement in the range of 25–55% compared to the original
condition was identified.

Keywords: additional resistances; hydrodynamic well test; physical rehabilitation; ultrasound; soft-
ware

1. Introduction

The exploitation of groundwater reserves is currently increasing. This increase also
applies to the use of groundwater for drinking purposes. Moreover, the average age of
water wells in Europe is steadily increasing [1,2]. During the course of their use, wells
experience ageing. The main phenomena of this process are decreasing amounts of water
pumped to achieve the same water level reduction in the well and increasing drawdown in
the well and its immediate surroundings (the so-called skin zone) for the same amount of
water pumped. The consequences of these phenomena include increases in the hydraulic
gradient and flow velocity [3]. The specific yield of the well (well efficiency), which is
defined as the ratio of the pumped quantity to the drawdown, subsequently decreases [4].
Well ageing is caused by various physical, chemical, and biochemical processes [5–7], such
as encrustation from mineral deposits, biofouling caused by the growth of microorganisms,
physical clogging of the nearby wells in which water is transmitted by sediment (well
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sanding caused by the transfer of fine materials into the well), well-screen or casing corro-
sion, and the formation of encrustations due to the deposition of carbonates, aluminum
hydroxide deposits, and/or iron and manganese deposits (calcium carbonate, iron bacteria,
silt, clay, and “slime” are all common well cloggers) [8–15].

Measures taken to correct these problems are collectively referred to as well rehabili-
tation (restoration or regeneration) [16]. Generally, there are two main categories of well
rehabilitation: chemical and physical (mechanical). In chemical well rehabilitation, the en-
crusting material is dissolved using inorganic or organic acid mixtures, which are pumped
into the well and left until the coatings are dissolved. The different chemical methods
used for rehabilitation vary in terms of solvent composition and the way the solvent is
introduced into the filter gravel [5]. Chemical rehabilitation has the major disadvantage
that most such chemicals are harmful to the environment.

Physical methods include attaching a brush to a drill with high pressure jetting,
hydrofracturing, and surging. In recent years, one of the technologies categorized as a
physical method, the ultrasonic method, has begun to be used for well rehabilitation [17,18].
This relatively new technology was previously studied and applied to oil wells [19–25] but
is also now applied to water well rehabilitation [26–29]. Hydrodynamic tests, especially
pumping tests, are used to evaluate the effectiveness of well rehabilitation. Hydrodynamic
tests are carried out to determine the hydraulic parameters of the groundwater aquifer
(hydraulic conductivity, transmissivity, and storativity), and to determine the parameters
of the pumped well itself (the coefficient of up-to-date resistances, the so-called skin
factor, and well storativity). In 1935, Theis [30] published a solution for the basic equation
describing the unsteady radially symmetric flow to an ideal well for a reservoir with a
stressed surface based on idealized assumptions. Theis used an analogous equation for
heat transfer through a solid medium to describe the groundwater flow through a porous
medium. This solution is used to determine the transmissivity and storativity of the aquifer
for a well with no additional resistances and a negligibly small radius. This method is
known as the Theis-type curve method. Cooper and Jacob [31] simplified the Theis well
function. For longer pumping test times a linear segment of drawdown vs. the logarithm
of time develops during drawdown; only the first two terms are retained from the Theis
well function (the error in the calculations must be less than 0.01–0.25% for the argument
of the Theis function).

In real wells, pumping-test progress is significantly affected by additional resistances
(expressed by the skin effect). Van Everdingen [32] and Hurst [33] were the first to in-
troduce the additional resistances of the well and its immediate surroundings in oil-well
calculations. Hawkins [34] introduced additional resistances in calculations as a zone
around the well with altered hydraulic conductivity (K). In the initial part of the pumping
test, the actual well volume (called wellbore storativity) has a significant influence on the
time course of the drawdown, which was first addressed in underground hydraulics by
Papadopulos and Cooper [35] and then in an oil field by Ramey [36]. The basic solution of
the equation for an unsteady radially symmetric fluid flow to a complete well with consid-
eration of additional resistances and the effect of the well’s own volume was published in
1970 by Agarwal et al. [37]. Subsequently, a number of authors derived various procedures
and methods in this field—e.g., using type curves to determine the additional resistances
and wellbore storativity from a pumping test [38–46]. The Laplace transform was one
of the first techniques used to solve the basic partial differential equation of steady-state,
radially symmetrical inflow to a well (see van Everdingen and Hurst [47]). The Stehfest
algorithm 368 [48] was used to invert the Laplace transform in software Dtest_ULTRA.

The authors of this paper developed software using the Laplace transform and the
Stehfest algorithm Dtest_ULTRA, which can be used to evaluate the “skin factor” before
and after rehabilitation and from the portions of pumping tests where the line segments
cannot be evaluated by the classical Cooper–Jacob method [49,50].
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Ultrasound

Ultrasound refers to a mechanical wave caused by the mutual vibrations of elastic
particles with frequencies higher than 20 kHz—i.e., outside the range of human hearing.
Depending on the frequency, ultrasonic waves are divided into one of three categories:
power ultrasound, with a frequency of 20–100 kHz; high-frequency ultrasound, with a
frequency of 100 kHz to 1 MHz; and diagnostic ultrasound, with frequencies of 1–500 MHz.
The speed of wave propagation increases with greater environmental density (i.e., closer
particle spacing). Thus, waves will propagate slowest in gases, faster in liquids, and fastest
in solids. The source of artificially generated ultrasound is an ultrasonic generator. For
low-intensity ultrasound [3], these generators include whistles, tuning forks, and sirens that
are capable of generating frequencies <200 kHz. For higher frequencies, electromechanical
(piezoelectric) or magnetostrictive generators (transducers) are used. A magnetostrictive
converter works on the principle of changing the dimension of the ferromagnetic material
when placed in an alternating magnetic field. The propagation speed of the ultrasonic
wave depends on the elasticity and density of the medium through which it passes [51].
For water, the propagation speed of ultrasonic waves is 1480 m/s.

Ultrasonic oscillations can be generated by three types of generators:

1. Mechanical (small tuning forks and whistles: low frequency and power);
2. Magnetostrictive (oscillations around an iron rod in the magnetic field of an electro-

magnet powered by alternating current: high power but with a frequency only up to
100 kHz—used in dentistry and surgery);

3. Piezoelectric (a silicon wafer connected to electrodes with an alternating voltage
applied that oscillates at the same frequency as the voltage, converting the energy
from electrical into mechanical energy that vibrates the surrounding environment—
used for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes).

High frequency will create very short-wavelength ultrasonic waves where pressure
changes at the level of MPa occur at higher intensities.

1. Thermal effects: The energy of the wave is directly proportional to the square of the
frequency. There is considerable absorption at the interface of tissues with different
levels of acoustic impedance (soft tissue X bone = periosteal pain).

2. Mechanical effects: Passage of the ultrasound wave through the environment results
in local pressure changes (MPa/mm). Mechanical waves, and therefore sound, propa-
gate in all states of matter through bonds between particles. When the energy of the
oscillatory motion is transferred to adjacent particles and results in propagation of
the oscillation, then the medium is characterized as elastic.

3. Physicochemical: Ultrasound has dispersive effects, which means that fine suspen-
sions, emulsions, foams, etc. can be prepared with its power in addition to coagulative
effects (e.g., used for cleaning gases).

4. Biological: Up to an intensity of 3 W/cm2, ultrasound has biopositive effects, such as
the acceleration of metabolic exchange. At intensities greater than 3 W/cm2, these
effects result in irreversible morphological changes, such as breakdown of the cell
nucleus and the thermal coagulation of proteins.

One of the limiting factors when using ultrasonic waves for the rehabilitation of
production wells is the depth of penetration of the wave through the environment, which is
inversely related to the frequency of the ultrasonic wave. For casing and gravel backfill, this
is, in practice, 25–35 cm, which corresponds to the distance at which the wave amplitude
drops to half its original value in a given environment. In principle, less kinetic energy is
absorbed in liquids and solids than in gases. The effects of ultrasound are both mechanical
and thermal. The propagation of ultrasound through a medium causes the medium’s
molecules to vibrate, resulting in rapid pressure changes. As ultrasound passes through
organic tissues, much of the energy is converted to mechanical energy, vibrating the tissues
and leading to changes in the properties of the cell membranes (physicochemical effect),
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the splitting of high molecular weight substances (chemical effect) [7], and the absorption
of mechanical energy (biological effect).

In the rehabilitation of wells using ultrasonic technology, four main processes are
used:

1. The removal of hard encrustations due to differences in the deformation of the grains
of the gravel filter and surface precipitants. This is caused by the difference in
mechanical deformation at the material interface.

2. The liquefaction of organic molecules through mechanical stress caused by ultrasound
transforms of large organic molecules into smaller ones. This process yields a certain
degree of lethality for viruses and bacteria.

3. Ultrasound energy leads to movements in the molecular structure of the encrustation.
Consequently, abrasion occurs within the gravel, which grinds away the coating.

4. Cavitation. The so-called cavitation effect is effective up to a depth of approximately
50 m. Cavitation removes material adhering to the gravel surface.

2.2. Additional Resistances

Well intervention essentially involves reducing the size of additional depressurization
pores in the well and its immediate surroundings. The term “additional resistances” refers
to a set of phenomena that cause a deviation in the measured values of water drawdown
at the real well compared to the theoretical drawdown obtained by assuming an ideal
(without additional resistances) model of water flow to the full well. The additional
resistances cause most wells to lose their specific capacity with time. This is primarily due
to ageing of the wells through mechanical, chemical, and biological processes. Some types
of additional resistances can arise during the drilling process, leading to shortcomings and
imperfections in drilling techniques and technologies, especially for the equipment used
for the well itself, e.g., a reduction in permeability in the immediate vicinity of the well due
to intrusion of the drilling fluid into the porous water-saturated environment during rotary
drilling, resulting in so-called “water-logging.” This can be caused by a “mud crust” or
by impact drilling, where the porous environment in the vicinity of the well is compacted,
resulting in a reduction in permeability [12,13,39,52].

Other causes can include various hydromechanical, chemical, and biological phenom-
ena that may occur in and around the well during the exploitation of the well. Knowledge
of the magnitude of the additional drawdown or the additional drawdown attributable to
the action of the up-to-date resistances is essential in determining the efficiency of the well
and can be used to monitor the ageing process of the well.

Chemical degradation is most commonly observed in areas where the flowing water
contains excessive dissolved minerals. This type of degradation is caused by the deposition
of minerals on different parts of the well. The most common substances are calcium
carbonate, magnesium carbonate, calcium sulphate, and manganese and iron hydroxides.

Biodegradation is caused by bacteria, which occurs naturally in most aquifers. These
bacteria can be divided into three basic groups. The first and most widespread group
includes iron bacteria. These bacteria cause the oxidation of iron compounds and produce
ferric hydroxide, which is a red inorganic substance deposited by a biological process
substance. This substance has a slimy character and is deposited on the walls of the
wellbore, the individual pump sections, and the surrounding area of the well. If exposed
to air, ferric hydroxide solidifies and can cause much more damage. The second group
includes bacteria that reduce sulfur compounds. These bacteria can be found in extremely
acidic waters—even those with a pH equal to 1. The last group includes slime-producing
bacteria, which coexist with the abovementioned types of bacteria. The most commonly
produced slime affects parts of the pump, but slime can also clog the filter casing of the
well and the pores in the aquifer surrounding the well. All of these degradation modes
yield changes in the hydraulic conductivity of parts of the well and the adjacent aquifer.
The sum of all these factors is called the skin effect. Parts of the additional resistance
are caused, for example, by clogging (damage) of the well—i.e., blockage of the pores by
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fine material, which reduces the flow rate of the porous medium; by rock or silt particles
becoming trapped in the filter holes, including chemical encrustation and blockage of the
filter holes by microorganisms and bacteria; or by incomplete opening of the aquifer by
the well (a so-called incomplete well). Each additional element of resistance causes an
incremental increase in the water level drawdown in the well.

The total aggregate drawdown caused by the additional resistances is calculated as:

s_skin =
n

∑
i=1

si (1)

where n is the number of partial additional resistances at the well and in its vicinity, s_skin
is the drawdown caused by these additional resistances (m), and si is the drawdown caused
by the -th additional resistance (m).

The terms “additional drawdown” and “additional resistances” were first defined
for steady flow by van Everdingen [32], who expressed the drawdown due to the total
additional resistances with the following relation:

s_skin =
Q

2πT
SF (2)

where Q is the pumping rate (m3/s), T is the transmissivity of the aquifer (m2/s), and SF is
the skin factor (-).

Figure 1 presents the differences in the course of the piezometric level for an ideal
pumped well and a well with additional resistances.
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The total drawdown in the well can be expressed as (see Figure 1)

sw = ste + s_skin. (3)

where sw is the total drawdown (m) and ste is the theoretical drawdown (without additional
resistances) (m).
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As a characteristic of the well condition, we use the specific yield of the well, which is
the ratio of the amount of water pumped from the well to the total drawdown [53]:

q =
Q
sw

. (4)

where q is the specific yield (m2/s).
A typical plot of a pumping test, shown in semilogarithmic terms as drawdown vs. a

logarithm of time, is illustrated in Figure 2, along with a section that can be evaluated by
the Cooper–Jacob method.
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For the Cooper–Jacob section (Figure 2), we can use the relation [54] of the form for
groundwater to evaluate the skin factor:

s_skin =
Q

4πT

(
ln

2.246Tt
r2

wS
+ 2SF

)
(5)

where S is the aquifer storativity (-), rw is the well radius (m), and t is time (s).
Next, we express the coefficient of additional resistances (skin factor):

SF =
2πTsw

Q
− 1

2
ln

2.246Tt
r2

wS
(6)

In this study, if no section was evaluable by the Cooper–Jacob method, the skin factor
was determined in the field example using the Dtest_ULTRA software described in [50].

The article used the following dimensionless parameters [50,55]:

- Dimensionless time

tD =
Tt

r2
wS

(7)

- Dimensionless radius

rD =
r

rw
(8)

where r = distance from pumped wellbore (m).

- Dimensionless drawdown

sD(rD, tD) =
2πT

Q
(s(r, t)) (9)
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- Dimensionless drawdown at a well

sWD(rD = 1, tD) =
2πT

Q
(sw(t)) (10)

- Dimensionless wellbore storage [8]

CD =
C

2πSrw2 (11)

where the C is the unit factor of the wellbore storage (m2), s(r,t) is the drawdown at distance
r and time t (m), and sw is the drawdown at a well (m).

For unsteady flow in terms of dimensionless parameters, the well-known diffusivity
equation in the radial coordinates has the form [37,40,50,56–58]

∂2sD

∂r2
D

+
1

rD

∂sD
∂rD

=
∂sD
∂tD

(12)

Initial and boundary conditions are [37,50]

sD(rD, tD = 0) = 0 (13)

swD(rD = 1, tD = 0) = 0 (14)

The outer boundary condition is:

sD(rD, tD) = 0 (15)

The inner boundary condition if the effect of wellbore storage plays a major role and
the skin factor is constant [32]

swD = sD +

(
rD

∂sD
∂rD

)
rD=1

SF (16)

CD
∂sD
∂tD

−
(

rD
∂sD
∂rD

)
rD=1

= 1 (17)

The basic Equation (12) is solved using a Laplace transform. The following type of
transform function is used to convert the partial differential equation in dimensionless
parameters into an ordinary differential equation [59,60]:

F(p) = L( f (t)) =
∞∫

0

f (t)e−ptdt (18)

The transformed solution in the Laplace domain for dimensionless wellbore draw-
down is:

swD =
K0

(
p1/2

)
− SFp1/2K1

(
p1/2

)
p
[
p1/2K1

(
p1/2

)
+ CD p1/2

(
K0
(

p1/2
)
+ SFp1/2K1

(
p1/2

))] (19)

where p is the Laplace operator; K0 and K1 are the zero and unit order modified Bessel
functions, respectively; and SF is the skin factor (-).

Dimensionless drawdown at a well and swd was obtained by Stehfest numerical
inversion [41]:

sWD(tD) =
ln(2)

t

N

∑
i=1

Vi swD (p) (20)
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p = i
ln(2)

t
(21)

Vi = (−1)
n
2 +i

min(i, n
2 )

∑
k=[ i+1

2 ]

k
n
2 (2k!)[( n

2 − k
)
!k!(k − 1)!(i − k)!(2k − i)!

] (22)

sWD is the dimensionless wellbore drawdown in a real domain, and sWD is the solution
of the dimensionless well drawdown for rD and tD in Laplace space (-).

For drawdown at a well it is:

sw(rw, t) =
Q

2 π T

k

∑
j=1

con(j, k)
m

∑
i=0

(
m
i

)
(−1)i.

K0

(
c1/2

)
− SFc1/2K1

(
c1/2

)
c
[
c1/2K1

(
c1/2

)
+ CDc1/2

(
K0
(
c1/2

)
+ SFc1/2K1

(
c1/2

))] (23)

where k = n/2; m = k + 1 − j; and c = (m + i)(ln(2)/tD.

con(j, k) =
(−1)j−1

k

(
k
j

)
j mk−1 ln2

tD

(2 m)!
m!(m − 1)!

(24)

Equation (24) was used in the software Dtest_Ultra [50].

3. Results
3.1. Development of Ultrasonic Well Recovery Equipment

In 2017, work began on the development of an experimental ultrasonic technology-
based well rehabilitation assembly. The development of the actual ultrasonic wave emitters,
including their installation and wiring, were carried out by SONIC Technologies, GmbH.
from Germany. Based on the requirements for the performance and applicability of the
device under hydrostatic pressures up to 25 bar, the ultrasonic probe was designed based
on the principle of magnetostrictive emitters, including the appropriate energy transfer
and control assembly (Figure 3).
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For drawdown at a well it is: 

𝑠𝑤(𝑟𝑤 , 𝑡) =
𝑄

2 𝜋 𝑇
∑ 𝑐𝑜𝑛(𝑗, 𝑘) ∑ (

𝑚
𝑖

) (−1)𝑖 .

𝑚

𝑖=0

𝑘

𝑗=1

  

𝐾0(𝑐1/2)−𝑆𝐹𝑐1/2𝐾1(𝑐1/2)

𝑐 [𝑐1/2𝐾1(𝑐1/2) + 𝐶𝐷𝑐1/2(𝐾0(𝑐1/2) + 𝑆𝐹𝑐1/2𝐾1(𝑐1/2))]
  (23) 

where k = n/2; m = k + 1 − j; and c = (m + i)(ln(2)/tD. 

𝑐𝑜𝑛(𝑗, 𝑘) =
(−1)𝑗−1

𝑘
  (

𝑘
𝑗

)  j 𝑚𝑘−1  
𝑙𝑛2

𝑡𝐷

(2 𝑚)!

𝑚! (𝑚 − 1)!
 (24) 

Equation (24) was used in the software Dtest_Ultra [50]. 
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Figure 3. Laboratory testing of ultrasonic emitters (SONIC Technologies, GmbH, Sailauf, Germany).

The core of the ultrasonic device features individual switching power supplies for
controlling the individual power paths of the ultrasonic emitters, which are connected by
a paired cable via a low-current control. The effective frequency of the emitters is fixed
at 20 kHz, and the switching frequency is optimized for an ideal power-to-performance
ratio. The switching frequency was thus developed with the practical efficiency of the
application in mind, and safety features were added to enable early shutdown in the event
of insufficient cooling of the equipment or incorrect operation. The ultrasonic emitters are
housed in a submersible probe. In addition to the specifics of the actual wave generation
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and effects, the engineering design also addressed the issues of the power supply, switching,
control, cooling, and flushing within the reclaimed facility.

In 2017, the first field deployment tests of the pre-prototype were conducted (based on
an older design by N. Patzner, Sonic Umwelttechnik, GmbH), but due to its inconvenient
operational dimensions, the prototype was only a test platform for further development.
The test model demonstrated the basic functional characteristics of the method in conjunc-
tion with a submersible pump and the effectiveness of the tested principles. Shortcomings,
however, were observed in the power transfer and the controls for the individual emit-
ters. The testing was carried out in a shallow test well within the Baugrund Süd GmbH
site at Bad Wurzbach, Germany. In 2018 and 2019, prototypes 1 and 2 were successively
constructed and placed in a submersible probe. Development of the ultrasonic device was
completed with prototype-3 in 2020 [61].

3.2. Machine Platform

The supporting machine platform provides the necessary manipulation, control, and
resource base for operation of the probe with the ultrasonic wave emitter assembly and,
at the same time, enables the integration of equipment for other rehabilitation techniques
(the basic spectrum of mechanical and possibly chemical methods), which are combined in
operational practice for accessing the rehabilitated surfaces of the receiving wells for input
of the ultrasonic probe. The rehabilitation assembly was developed to be autonomous,
i.e., as independent as possible in terms of supporting other machinery and transport
equipment, as well as capable of operating in conditions without a sufficiently powerful
electrical connection. The machine platform includes a standardized range of equipment
and features:

• A crane with minimum lifting capacity of 2500 kg, possible movement in two axes,
and minimum lifting capacity height of 12 m;

• An AC power generator with an effective power of 40 kW and 32 A;
• A machine winch for the power cables of the ultrasonic emitters;
• A steel pipe assembly with a total length of 200 m;
• The possibility to connect a towed compressor.

Controls and Safety Features

Specific controls and safety features were developed for the ultrasonic rehabilitation
assembly and were installed on the machine platform:

• Electrical switchboard—This device allows the transfer of power energy from its own
aggregate or an external source to the ultrasonic emitters and the operating pump.
This switchboard is equipped with control and monitoring elements for operation
of the individual emitters, controls, and pump controls, as well as integral safety
elements for (a) manual and (b) automatic stopping of the cable winding in cases that
exceed the safe tension force.

Frequency converter—This is the most basic part of the power winch conversion cable
and allows one to control the winding speed and reverse the cable (i.e., unwinding).

• Power cable: Based on the calculated dimensions for the transmission of 15 kW of
ultrasonic power from the emitter and submersible pump, we used a 5 m × 6 m power
cable with a grounding option.

Figure 4 shows the modifications of the control and safety elements.
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The technical data for the system are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Technical data for the ultrasonic set.

Technical Data for Individual Emitter

Operating frequency 20 kHz
Rated power 2500 Watt
Peak power 4000 Watt
Weight approx. 18 kg
Sound emitting surface 85 × 185 mm
Sound energy (nominal/peak)) 12/25 W/cm2

Modulation double half wave
Ultrasonic technology magnetostriction
Horizontal range up to 350 mm from the borehole wall

Technical Data of the Ultrasonic Device

Type B 20/6
Number of ultrasonic emitters 3
Total power 7.5 KW
Power source 15 kVA
Main voltage 230/100/50 Hz
Weight 120 kg
Length 160 cm
Weight of switching box approx. 200 kg
Weight of cables 2 kg/m
Cable reel weight approx. 150 kg
Outer diameter 140 mm
External dimensions of the switch cabinet 800 × 1800 × 600 mm
Applicability for bore diameter 160–1000 mm
Maximum borehole depth 250 m
Crane capacity 2500 kg
Steel pipe assembly lengths of 200 m
Alternating current generator min power 15 kW and 25 A
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The developed ultrasound probe ready for field application is shown in Figure 5.
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3.3. Field Deployment of the Ultrasonic Equipment during the MO-4 Well Rehabilitation and
Evaluation of the Effects of the Rehabilitation Intervention
3.3.1. Case Study

The MO-4 well is located in North Bohemia (Czech Republic—50.50 N, 13.95 E)
within the Vlastislav pumping site and operated by a major regional waterworks company
(Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Location of the MO-4 well and a schematic view of the well.

The site was established in the 1960s by utilizing a spring tributary (a so-called
“chapel”) to a local creek called “Modla”. In total, five new pumping wells were constructed
to enhance the pumping capacity of the site. In 1967, the MO-4 pumping well was drilled
to a final depth of 36 m. The drilled diameter is 530 mm, with a steel-casing diameter
of 325 mm. The well screen consists of a drilled perforation, and the filter is made of
granulated stones fractionated to 8/15 mm. The pumping well is screened in a phreatic
aquifer, with an initial pumping capacity estimated at up to 5 L/s.
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3.3.2. Geology and Lithology

From a hydrogeological point of view, the well is located in the northwest corner of
a regional Turonian (Late Cretaceous) aquifer with a local depth of no more than 13 m—
see: https://mapy.geology.cz/geocr50/?extent=-772846.0823%2C-995356.9083%2C-7657
29.1785%2C-991236.3851%2C102067 (accessed on 23 August 2021). This layer overlays
a similarly cornered and small Cenomanian aquifer, 20 m in depth. The underlying
Permian (Paleozoic) aquifer has only a limited hydrogeological influence (1–2 m thickness),
and there are several fractures in the surrounding porous material with primarily local
importance. The aquifer is vertically limited by an underlying bedrock layer of Proterozoic
gneiss, and weathered bedrock is present at a depth of about 55 m. The water quality meets
the indicators necessary for a general water supply. Due to the depth of the Cretaceous
aquifer (related to its age and lithological profile), the water hardness is moderate and
characterized by significant amounts of Ca, Na, and Mg, and elevated concentrations of Fe.
The site is located at an elevation of 313 m a.s.l.

3.4. Well Rehabilitation

The specific objective in the rehabilitation of the MO-4 Vlastislav pumping well was
the deployment of the ultrasonic method in an environment where no other techniques
were actually applicable (except the air lift). Due to the significant age and poor technical
condition of the well, the use of other mechanical or chemical techniques threatened to
irreversibly damage the facility, which still serves as a source of drinking water supply.
Although in many cases the combination of ultrasonic methods with other techniques
may be recommended (from an operational point of view) to synergize their effects, here
the specific effect of ultrasonic well rehabilitation could instead be investigated for the
MO-4 Vlastislav well. To evaluate the effects, all available methods were deployed: visual,
hydrodynamic, and geophysical.

During March 2021, the MO-4 well underwent a complex mechanical rehabilitation.
The initial visual inspections and geophysical well-logging measurements (carried out prior
to the actual rehabilitation) highlighted the poor condition of the well casing, indicating a
danger of collapse. Brush-cleaning and high-pressure water jet methods were excluded
from the schedule. After the initial airlift pumping of stranded sedimentary deposits, the
experimental ultrasonic method was carried out using a prototype probe constructed by
SONIC TECHNOLOGIES, GmbH (Sailauf, Germany), consisting of three magnetostrictive
transducers with a 20 kHz frequency and a total output of 7.5 kW together with the
simultaneous operation of a submersible pump. The rehabilitation equipment is shown in
Figure 7.

Finally, a second air-lift pump was deployed to remove the residual sediments and
those induced by ultrasound. A comparison of the conditions inside the well before and
after rehabilitation at different depths is shown in Figure 8. A 3Dgeo color PAL-format
immersion camera with a resolution of 750 × 600 (96 dpi) was used to capture images of
the site.

https://mapy.geology.cz/geocr50/?extent=-772846.0823%2C-995356.9083%2C-765729.1785%2C-991236.3851%2C102067
https://mapy.geology.cz/geocr50/?extent=-772846.0823%2C-995356.9083%2C-765729.1785%2C-991236.3851%2C102067
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Figure 8. Example of a camera inspection of the interior of well MO-4 at different depths before (a)
and after (b) rehabilitation.

3.5. Well Logging

Before and after the ultrasonic rehabilitation there was a range of comparative geophys-
ical well-logging methods applied. The measurements were performed by SG GEOTECH-
NIKA, a.s. (Geologická 988/4, 152 00 Praha 5-Hlubočepy, Czech Republic) and the aim of
the procedure was mainly to verify the current technical condition of the borehole and its
functionality after the rehabilitation. The measurements intended:
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• The verification of the well technical conditions (internal, external equipment, diame-
ters, perforations, depth);

• The verification of the internal space of the borehole by optical inspection;
• The determination of water inflows and their relative yields, and the clarification of

the groundwater flow regime into the well.

3.6. The Inspection of Well Gravel Filter

The applied methods included:

• Gamma logging;
• Neutron neutron logging;
• Gamma gamma logging in density modification (density logging)—mainly to detect

open spaces outside the well casing;
• Cavernometry—to verify the internal diameter of the well casing, possible deviations

(broken casing, growths), casing joints, etc.;
• Measurement of physicochemical properties of water (conductivity, temperature,

percentage of dissolved oxygen, pH index, oxidation-reduction potential)—to detect
possible zonality of water in the borehole (from different inflows);

• Resistivimetry in the application of the labelled fluid dilution method—to clarify the
groundwater and detection of inflows;

• Resistivimetry in the application of the labeled liquid pumping method—to determine
all inflows and their yields.

The measured parameters were compared to the pre-rehabilitation conditions: water
physical and chemical properties, water inflow, yield of permeable positions, well filter
density, neutron properties of the well casing, natural gamma activity, and the borehole
diameter curve (cavernometry). The results were interpreted into the following conclusions:

The removal of sediment from the well bottom increased the available depth from
the original 36.0 m to the current 36.5 m, which is 0.5 m more than the declared borehole
depth. Comparison of the neutron logging curves showed a slight reduction in signal in
the 11–17 m bellow terrain (b.t.) section (a greater proportion of water compared to clay
suspension). In the 7.35–10.32 m b.t. section the difference was significant; however, this
was influenced by a seasonal rise in groundwater level. The originally dry section is now
wetted; therefore there was a significant reduction in the signal on the neutron logging
curve in this section.

Regarding the changes in natural gamma activity, some reduction was observed in
almost the entire borehole. This would suggest that the casing has been stripped of clay
suspension.

A comparison of gamma gamma logging curves before and after rehabilitation clearly
showed a density decrease in the 11–23 m section (the section with the main tributaries).
This is a significant indication that the well gravel filter has been cleaned of clogging (water
in the gravel filter has a lower density than the clay suspension clogging the filter pores).

Of the parameters monitored, there were virtually no changes in the pH. Its depth
course and values were almost identical before and after rehabilitation (6.9–7.9 m). There
was an increase in the values of the oxidation-reduction potential. It now reaches positive
values throughout the entire section up to the end of the well screen at 32 m. This is
probably related to the recovery of vertical flow in the well. In the section of full casing
there was a sharp drop to slightly negative values. The water temperature at the bottom
was similar to that before rehabilitation. However, it was slightly higher in the next section
of the borehole, by up to 0.3 ◦C, which also can be related to the recovery of the flow. The
small anomaly on the temperature curve (and on the conductivity curve) is an indicator
of significant inflow. The conductivity of the water was already quite high before the
rehabilitation: 1070–1200 µS/cm (water with a longer residence time in the rock mass).
Sulphates may have contributed to the increased mineralization in this area. Similar values
occurred at the water table, whereas in another part of the well the conductivity was even
higher, reaching values up to 1400 µS/cm. This change was also related to the recovery
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of natural groundwater flow. The relative significance of the groundwater seepage was
lowered, which consequently tended to lead to a lower conductivity.

Significant changes have occurred in the natural groundwater hydrodynamics in the
borehole. A new significant inflow has appeared at a depth of 11.95–12.3 m. Water now
enters the borehole at a depth of 11.95–12.3 m and flows downwards. Water is added
from the sandstone layer at a depth of 17.5–18.0 m (this inflow was also recorded in
the first measurement before recovery). As the water continues downwards, water is
added from a tributary at 20.2–21.0 m (the upper part of the coarse-grained sandstone
layer below the siltstone layer with clay seal—also an inflow already detected in the first
measurement). Water from all three tributaries flows through the borehole downwards
with a yield of Q = 7400 L/day. This is almost 2000 L/day more compared to the flow
before well rehabilitation. The groundwater exits the well into a layer of silty clay at a
depth of 29.2–29.7 m, with a slight residue at the end of the perforation at a depth of 32 m.

To verify the inflows and to determine their relative yields, a marked fluid pumping
method was performed in the well. The water was pumped for 1.5 h from a depth of 9 m
with a constant discharge of Q = 0.50 L/s. The water table dropped by s = 0.51 m and
reached a steady state. An approximate calculation showed an increase in the specific yield
of approximately 20% at a pumping rate of Q = 0.5 L/s. The new inflow at a depth of
19.95–12.3 m undoubtedly contributes to the increase in the specific yield. The permeable
positions, which were already evident when monitoring the natural flow using the marked
fluid dilution method, were confirmed. The main inflow appeared to be from the sandstone
position at a depth of 17.5–18.0 m. This represents approximately 50% of the total yield
of the well. The inflow at 20.2–21.0 m depth contributes approximately 15% of the total
well yield and the inflow at 29.2–29.7 m depth contributes 5%. The newly discovered
inflow at 11.95–12.3 m depth is quite significant; it contributes 30% of the total well yield.
In addition, it was shown that the natural vertical flow of water is merely an overflow
between permeable positions. It is not a connection of aquifers with different discharge
levels (so-called hydraulic short-circuit), and this is because if the pumping level were
lowered by 0.51 m, the direction of water movement would be reversed and water from all
tributaries would start to flow towards the pump.

The new inflow of 11.95–12.3 m is beneficial to the well; it is located at a depth where
the casing and the water properties of this inflow are not very different from those of the
other inflows.

Based on a visual comparison of the results of the submersible camera inspection of
the well (Figure 8) casing before and after the rehabilitation, it can be concluded that a
reduction in mineral encrustations occurred throughout the entire well screen section, i.e.,
wherever the ultrasonic method was applied. It is estimated (from a camera inspection
of the well) that approximately 70–80% of the perforation holes have been reopened,
although some of the encrustation remains and therefore there is still a partial restriction
of groundwater inflow to the borehole. The greatest difference was observed at 16–20 m
below ground level, where (due to the location of the main groundwater inflows) the
mineral encrustations reached their greatest thickness and where the geophysical well
logging showed a significant inflow recovery as well as a decrease in the well filter gravel
pack density. Corrosion holes were found in the profile of the borehole casing as well as
the interconnection of some individual perforations.

We also compared the turbidity of the water pumped before rehabilitation and after
the start of ultrasound rehabilitation (Figure 9).
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Figure 10. Well MO-4 pumping tests before (a) and after (b) rehabilitation (for the early portion of
pumping test the red straight line is used in the software [50] for evaluation of the skin factor).

A semilogarithmic plot of reduction vs. a logarithm of time is shown in Figure 10.
The Dtest_ULTRA software [50] was used to determine the size of the skin effect. This

software is free and subject to a GPLv3 license (the software can be downloaded from
this address: https://github.com/ficaj/pumping-test (accessed on 23 August 2021). The
software uses the calculation method outlined above by evaluating the skin factor from
the first section of the pumping test. The software is thus able to find the equation for the
line representing the first line segment (see Figure 11). In the case of unusual wells, the
user can manually set the position of the straight line for the first line segment (red line) by
moving a point on the slider (see Figure 11). The software is also capable of evaluating the
reach of the depression cone and both the transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity of the
aquifer. After the relevant calculations are completed, the user can view all results directly
in the program. The project created can then be saved, so the next time the application is
switched on, the user can continue working on the project. The software is able to produce
a final report (see Figures 12 and 13); the user can preferentially choose which charts are
ultimately included in the report. This report can be generated in either .docx or .html
format.
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4. Discussions

Table 3 outlines the evaluation of the field rehabilitation of demonstration well MO-4
in Vlastislav (Czech Republic) using the developed ultrasonic device. The skin factor SF
was determined using the Dtest_ULTRA software [50].

Table 3 shows the success rate of the rehabilitation. The skin factor decreased by
4.15 m, and the total drawdown after regenerative intervention was 2.15 m less.

The rehabilitation of well MO-4 in Vlastislav by the ultrasonic method was successful
in terms of all monitored parameters. Visual inspection confirmed the removal of 2.5 m
thickness of bottom sediments and improved opening of the perforation holes in the well
screen (estimated by 70–80%). The hydrodynamic tests showed a 24.63% reduction in
skin effect, a 51.2% drawdown reduction caused by additional resistances, and a 24.18%
increase in specific discharge. The geophysical well logging indicated the opening of a new
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groundwater inflow into the wellbore area and a decrease in the density of the well casing
after the rehabilitation.

Table 3. Evaluation of the rehabilitation of well MO-4.

Q
(m3/s)

Skin Factor, SF
(-)

sw
(m)

s_skin
(m)

Specific Discharge
(m2/s)

Before rehabilitation (a) 0.0023 16.85 4.2 2.41 5.5.10−4

After rehabilitation (b) 0.0014 12.7 2.05 1.1 6.83.10−4

Difference (a), (b) 4.15 2.15 1.31 1.33.10−4

Improvement by (%) 24.63 51.2 54.36 24.18

A set of borehole geophysical measurement methods was applied both before and
after rehabilitation (see Figure 14). The gamma borehole geophysical method produced a
decrease in the density of the casing space at depth of about 11–23 m, which can be inter-
preted as clearing of the collared part of the well casing behind the perforated section. The
resistivimetry method also indicated a significant recovery of the inflow at 12–13 m [62].
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The application of ultrasonics in the mechanical rehabilitation of well MO-4 proved
effective; however, previous experiments have indicated the necessity of simultaneous
water extraction during the operation of ultrasonics. This appears to be because the effect
of ultrasound is to release mineral buildup in the form of fine sediment, which is capable
of reclogging the well casing area without thorough removal. For this reason, it does
not seem appropriate to use the ultrasonic impact alone [63]. There is also the question
of the correct sequence in the combination of rehabilitation techniques used. The basic
mechanical procedures will in principle open up space for targeted application of the
ultrasonic method, but the above is related to the nature of the clogging layer (in the case
of well MO-4 it was primarily a hard mineral encrustation), the material, and the technical
condition of the well equipment. The application of ultrasound itself leads to further
deposition of sediments at the bottom of the borehole, so it seems appropriate to repeat,
e.g., the air-lift pumping before and after the ultrasonic phase [1,64,65]. Last but not least,
it is not entirely clear how far the mechanical effect of this method can be achieved, nor
how long it can be effective in this way (especially in comparison with other methods) [7].

Estimated cost of MO-4 regeneration: This was an experimental well rehabilitation, but
the cost can be estimated to approximately USD 5.00, excluding diagnostic work (camera
inspection, pumping tests and geophysical measurements). The total cost would then be
approximately USD 5800.
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Research in this field will continue—the research team has initiated a follow-up
EUREKA USOR research project.

5. Conclusions

Compared to other common rehabilitation techniques (Table 4), the ultrasonic method
is particularly effective in reducing hard mineral encrusts and its main effect applies beyond
the well casing in the area gravel filter pack, which is equally provided only by chemical
methods, but at the cost of dangerous handling and the generation of toxic wastewater,
which usually takes longer to remove than the rehabilitation itself. After the use of the
ultrasonic method (in common with other mechanical techniques), it is possible to put
the production well into operation immediately. However, the ultrasonic method cannot
be used alone, but only in combination with the pumping (or air-lift) method, which is
used here to remove the material released by the ultrasound impact itself. In the case of a
large number of mineral or organic encrustations in the well casing or at the bottom of the
well, it is advantageous to combine the ultrasonic method with one of the high-pressure
methods (hydro jet...etc.), which have a more significant macroscopic effect on some types
of precipitants. The decision on choice of rehabilitation techniques applied needs to be
made specifically based on the available information and after an assessment of the current
technical condition of the well concerned. Among the most representative results of the
experimental well rehabilitation by means of ultrasound are the reduction of additional
resistances and the increase of specific yield, which are accompanied by a demonstrable
reduction of density in the filter area of the well.

Table 4. Advantages and disadvantages of “ULTRA” solution in comparison to other solutions.

Impact Operation

Physical
Methods

Bottom
Sediment

Well
Casing

Well
Filter

Toxic
Wastewater PROs CONs

Air-lift YES limited NO NO easy limited dept range
pumping methods limited NO limited NO easy low effectivity

Brushes NO limited NO NO easy low effectivity, may cause
damages

Water jet NO YES limited NO effective, thin
profile

expensive, may cause
damages

Air jet
(hydropulse) NO YES limited NO effective, thin

profile
complex,

expensive

Ultrasound NO YES YES NO
effective,
material-
friendly

complex, expensive, may
cause damages

Chemical methods

Acidic
solvents YES YES YES YES effective, cheap dangerous,

creates toxic wastewater

Oxidants limited YES limited YES cheap dangerous,
creates toxic wastewater

Similar effects achieved at three other wells in the Czech Republic using a trial de-
ployment of ultrasound regeneration can be found at home.czu.cz/pech (accessed on 23
August 2021) (in Czech).

The ultrasonic method is a suitable addition to the spectrum of ways to rehabilitate
wells, not only for extraction wells but also for injection wells. Ultrasonic well rehabilitation
has a number of advantages over other methods. However, its effectiveness lies mainly
in its ability to degrade clogging growths of inorganic and organic origin within the
space behind the casing and outside the well casing. This method neither requires the
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application of chemical substances nor causes any intrinsic chemical reactions, which not
only makes this technique environmentally friendly but also shortens the preparation
time needed for the rehabilitation work (compared to chemical methods); furthermore,
ultrasonication can be applied without the need for approval from the water authorities
or other state administration bodies. The ultrasonic method is also non-destructive to the
structural materials of the intake structures. Moreover, it was previously shown [21,39]
that ultrasound does not have a negative effect on the well equipment, regardless of the
material used (e.g., PVC, PE, ceramic, wood, steel, copper, resin-bonded gravel screens, or
coiled wire). This method does not put any strain on the well equipment, the casing, or
the surroundings, thereby prolonging the operational lifetime of the containment objects.
The effect of ultrasound is immediate and effective and can significantly reduce the time
required for carrying out recovery efforts.

Ultimately, within the framework of the TAČR project TH02030421 ULTRA, a fully
functional ultrasonic device for the rehabilitation of pump and seepage wells was devel-
oped. This rehabilitation rig is self-contained, independent of support from other machin-
ery and transport equipment, and can be operated even without an available electrical
connection.
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